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Excerpts from Dr. R. Patel, 
Word-Index with rubrics of Dr.Kent’s Repertory 

                 Preface 

The idea of indexing Kent's Repertory of Materia Medica 
originated as far back as in 1958 but it was only in 1968, the 
actual work began. During my general and consulting practice, I 
found a lot of difficulties to locate the required symptom (s) or 
rubric (s) in Kent's Repertory. Many times I was thoroughly 
disgusted (as many might have felt) to use or refer Kent's 
Repertory because I meet disappointments several times in 
searching a symptom (rubric) within a required time though I 
know very well the plan and frame-work of the repertory. 
"The problems, encountered in attempting to use Kent's 
Repertory are two fold. The First difficulty is to know where to 
look to find the symptoms. The Second is that, when you have 
succeeded in locating the different rubrics, there are usually so 
many drugs from which to choose that finding the one drug 
that is common to each list and has the highest rank, is a 
time-consuming exercise'5. (Dr. Jack, R. A. F.) For a 
novice to search for a required rubric is a forbidding task. 
The word-index may help practitioners to use Kent's Repertory 
more frequently- and ease their work. Following several 
disappointments (inspite of hard and laborious work with 
genuine interest for a case I had,) led me to index Kent's 
Repertory of Materia Medica. First I thought that it would 
be completed within a year or two and it was announced 
once upon a time that it will be published soon but I regretted 
it later on as I found that it was not so easy to index such a 
huge work. After seven years of continuous work, at one 
stage it was decided to stop the work of indexing due to 
several reasons but several inquiries from India and 
abroad about the work gave me strength to carry on the 
work inspite of many hurdles. I have tried my best to 
make it a complete word-index of the Repertory and I 
hope it will be useful to Homoeopathic practitioners to 
save their valuable time. Before actual use of this work, 
reader or user is requested to go through the whole book 
page by page to acquaint himself, with the contents so that 
he knows what is there in this book which can offer him 
the best service. If not satisfied with one look of each and 
every page, please go through again and I am sure you will be 
interested to know that you will use it more frequently as I do. 
It takes only three hours to go through the whole book. 
Please keep the following points in mind while using this 
work. 
1. Repertorial language   is   a short   condensation  of   the 

whole 
sentence or symptom into a short form  as far as possible. 

2. CAPITAL    type,   below the    main   word in    (BRACKET) 
or 
WITHOUT indicates main rubric   mentioned   in   the   
section 
against it. 
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E.g.  A.   ANGER-Y:  

without being, (ABUSIVE)—MIND I  
B.    PALPITATION, heart,- CHEST 874 

3. Wherever below the word   no CAPITAL letter or word is 
mentioned along with sentence,   it means the 'WORD5 
should   be 
taken as main rubric. 
E.g.   A.     ANGUISH: -MIND 3 

B.     BLEEDING:  
from prepuce, — GENITALIA      693 

4. HEAVY type numbers (2,  3.) are of main   rubrics of 
Kent's 
Repertory which make it easy to  look up sub-rubrics, if 
required 
for minute details. 

5. 'See', ...... means reference to particular  rubric as  
equivalent 

or instead. 
6. 'See also'; means medicines in both rubrics will be 

found for 
comparison. 

7. 'etc' is used when more than one sub-rubrics  are   under  
main 
word rubric.  You can refer Kent's repertory for details  
though 
you will find the same in the word-index at proper places. 

8. Agg: and   Amel; are   along with the   MAIN rubric   or   
with 
sub-rubric. 

Corrections, additions and constructive healthy criticism 
are welcome to improve the next edition. 

Lastly, I thank my able assistant, Dr. T. K. Prabha for 
suggestions, corrections and proof reading. 

1-8-4977. Dr. R. P. PATEL. 
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Author's Note 
Word-Index  page   NUMBERS   are  from SIXTH American Edition 
published by EHRHART & KARL.   U.S.A. 

Indian Editions published by the following publishers have the same 

numbers, 
(1) Roy Publishing  House,   Economic Homoeo Pharmacy, 

Calcutta. 
(2) Jain Publishing Co.,   New Delhi. 

The page numbers of the Second edition of the Repertory published 
by Hahnemann Publishing Co., Calcutta; does not coincide exactly. 
The following adjustment has to be observed to get the correct 
numbers. 

1 to 284 pages are the same as in other editions and no 
adjustment is required. 

From 285 to 634 pages — ADD,   ONE (1) to index page number. 
From 635 to 665 pages — ADD,  TWO (2) to index page number. 
From   666   onwards   ADD   THREE       (3) to index page number. 
When   you  refer   to  Hapco  Edition   for   using the Word - Index, 
remember changes as mentioned above.   In case of difficulty MAIN 
rubric will guide you where to find out required symptom or rubric 
in this publication also. 

Preface to the Second Edition 

The first edition was well received by students and practi-
tioners of Homoeopathy through out the Homoeopathic world. 
French and Belgium Homoeopaths took more interest in this work 
besides Indian Homoeopaths. Second edition is corrected and 
added as per the suggestions of the Homoeopaths. The book is 
made more handy for everyday use. 

10th April,   1984. Dr. R. P. Patel. 
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Preface to the Third Edition 

With great satisfaction I bring out the THIRD edition. 
This edition is improved with better quality of paper and binding. 
Many errors are corrected- in this edition. The present edition is 
available as an Export edition and an Indian edition. 

Those who use Dr. KENT'S REPERTORY OF MATERIA 
MEDICA, must have a copy of WORD INDEX to save their 
valuable time in searching desired rubric (s) or symptom (s). 

25/1/86. Dr. R. P. PATEL, 

Preface To The Fourth Edition 

Dr. Kent wrote for the preface to THIRD EDITION of his 
repertory; THE REPERTORY OF HOMOEOPATHIC MATERIA 
MEDICA, as follows; 'The third edition completes my life work. I 
have brought it up-to-date. I have re-arranged and made numerous 
corrections in addition to adding many new remedies. / have verified 
every symptom in this book. You will find all remedies of any value 
contained herein. The book is complete/' 

It has 654 remedies though listed only 591 and nearly 76,000 
(Seventy six thousand) rubrics or symptoms with cross references. It 
is a stupendous Repertory. If it is not understood how to use it one 
is hopelessly lost. Dr. Kent's Repertory is reliable, dependable, 
systematic and a general Repertory which has stood the hard test of 
nearly 95 years throughout the Homoeopathic World. Its use is 
restricted due to several problems encountered by Homoeopaths in 
searching required rubric (s) or symptom (s). To ease the work and 
save the time in searching required rubrics or symptoms Word-Index 
has been compiled. 

All the previous editions of the book have travelled all over the 
world where there is Homoeopathy. The present edition is again 
revised and corrected with improved printing and binding according to 
suggestions received by its users from different parts of the world, but 
still I feel that there may be some printer's devils left untouched. I 
hope in future, more suggestions will be made to improve this work. 

10th April, 1992 Dr. R. P. PATEL. 
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WORD INDEX WITH RUBRICS 
OF Dr. KENT'S 

REPERTORY. 

1. ABANDONED: 
(Forsaken) - MIND       1 
her relatives, (DELIRIUM) - MIND     18 

2. ABDOMEN-AL-1AL: 
is fallen in, (DELUSIONS), - MIND     20 
animals, are in, (DELUSIONS), 

- MIND     20 
has fallen, in, (DELUSIONS) 

diminished - MIND     24 
arising from, (FEAR), -MIND     43 
cramps, in during (SHRIEKING) 

- MIND     80 
his, (STRIKING), - MIND     84 
from pain in, (HEAT), - HEAD    121 
and uterine symptoms, (PAIN) 

alternating - HEAD    136 
lying, on. amef, (PAIN) occiput, 

- HEAD    163 
in. pain during, (PERSPIRATION) 

Forehead, night - HEAD   222 
pain, with (LOSS OF VISION) 

- VISION   281 
PAIN, tongue, extending to, - MOUTH   411 
lying, on, amel, (DISTENTION) 

- STOMACH   487 
on compressing, (NAUSEA) 

- STOMACH   506 
operation, on, after, (NAUSEA) 

- STOMACH   508 
pressure, on, (NAUSEA) - STOMACH   509 
bandaging, amel, (PAIN) - STOMACH   512 
lying, on, agg, (PAIN)  '- STOMACH    513 
lying, on, amel, (PAIN) - STOMACH   513 
bandaging, amel, (PAIN), pressing, 

- STOMACH   521 
suffering, during, (PULSATION), 

- STOMACH   525 
uncovering, amel, (VOMITING), 

- STOMACH   535 
 

- ABDOMEN   541 
lying, on, amel, (CONTRACTION), 

- ABDOMEN    543 
CRACKS, on surface, of, - ABDOMEN   543 

lying, on amel, (EMPTINESS), 
- ABDOMEN   546 

LUMP, in, Sensation,     - ABDOMEN   554 
tympanic, with, (MOVEMENTS) 

- ABDOMEN   554 
PATN, lying on, amel,    - ABDOMEN   558 
lying, on, amel, (PAIN) hypogastrium, 

- ABDOMEN   565 
PAIN, Umbilicus, extending, 

- ABDOMEN    570 
lyine, on, amel, (PAIN) cramping, 

- ABDOMEN   57$ 
drawing, in, on (PAIN) cutting,, 

- ABDOMEN   57V 
drawing, in, when, (PATN) stitching, 

hypogastrium, - ABDOMEN   594 
lying, on, amel, (RUMBLING), 

- ABDOMEN   601 
STONE, lying, on, - ABDOMEN   602 
air cold, on (DIARRHOEA) 

- RECTUM   610 
lying, on, amel, (DIARRHOEA), 

- RECTUM   6-13 
lying, on, amel, (PAIN)    - RECTUM   624 
lying, on, amel, (PAIN) - BLADDER   646 
on touching (URGING) - BLADDER   653 
lying, on, amel, (PAIN), - KIDNEYS   663 
extending in to, (PULSATION) 

- KIDNEYS   666 
pain, with erection, (ERECTION) 

- GENITALIA   696 
extending into, (PAIN) drawing, cords 

- GENITALIA   705 
extending into ring, (PAIN) drawing, 

cords - GENITALIA   705 
extending to, (PAIN) drawing, testes, 

- GENITALIA   705 
extending to, (PAIN) tearing, testes, 

- GENITALIA   708 
extending into, (THICKENING) 

Spermatic cord - GENITALIA   713 
extending to (PAIN) ovaries, left, 

- GENITALIA - FEMALE   732 
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ABDOMEN ABDUCTED 
  

pain, supports with hands, (PAIN) 
- GENIFALIA - FEMALE    736 

supports, with hands, (PAIN) bearing 
down, - GEN1TALIA - FEMALE   736 

from, (PAIN) Stitching, Vagina, 
- GEN ITALIA-FEMALE   742 

PAIN, larynx, extending 10, 
- LARYNX / TRACHEA   752 

abdominal, - RESPIRATION   762 
stitching, to back, (CATCHING) 

- RESPIRATION   765 
from, (DEEP)           -RESPIRATION   769 
holding, amel, (HANDS)    - COUGH   792 
HANDS, holding - amel,     - COUGH   792 
LYING, on, amel, - COUGH   797 
warming arnel. (WARM)     -COUGH   810 
pain in, (CONSTRICTION) night 

- CHEST   826 
pain alternating with 

(CONSTRICTION) - CHEST   826 
hot water poured in to, (HEAT) 

- CHEST   834 
alternating with pain, (PAIN), 

- CHEST   842 
on, amel, (PAIN) lying,         -CHEST   843 
extending to, (PAIN) cutting, 

Lower part, - CHEST   853 
extending to, (PAIN) drawing, Sides, 

- CHEST   857 
extending to, .SHOCKS), Heart, 

- CHEST   880 
lying on, (PAIN) - BACK   896 
lying on, amel, (PAIN) - BACK   896 
PAIN, extending, to, - BACK    899 
lying on, amel, (PAIN) lumbar - BACK   906 
pressure on, amel, (PAIN) coccyx 

- BACK   912 
lying on, (PAIN) aching, lumbar, 

- BACK   917 
pain, spine to, (PAIN) -BACK   923 
walls of, (PAIN) drawing, lumbar, 

- BACK   927 
lying on, (PAIN) stitching,     - BACK   936 
extending to, (PAIN) Stitching, lumbar 

- BACK   940 
COLDNESS, with pain, in, 

- EXTREMITIES   957 
COLDNESS, with cutting, tearing, in, 

- EXTREMITIES   959 
on, (DRAWN) upwards, 

- EXTREMITIES   984 
thigh, upon, (FLEXED) 

- EXTREMITIES 1006 
upon, (FLEXED) Thigh, 

- EXTREMITIES 1006 
extending to, (FORMICATION) Thigh, 

- EXTREMITIES 1007 

extending to, (NUMBNESS) Hips, 
- EXTREMITIES 1041 

extending in to, (PAIN) Cutting, Hip, 
- EXTREMITIES 1099 

extending in to, (PAIN) Shooting, Hip, 
- EXTREMITIES 1124 

extending to, (PAIN) Stitching, Hip, 
- EXTREMITIES 1146 

fulgurating pain, (PARALYSIS) 
- EXTREMITIES 1179 

on, (POSITION) - SLEEP 1246 
arms on, (POSITION)            - SLEEP 1246 
in, pain during, (SLEEPINESS) 

 

- SLEEP 1250 
pulsation of body, (SLEEPLESSNESS) 

- SLEEP 1253 
with burning in, (EVENING) - CHILL 126! 
from, (BEGINNING) - CHlLL 1263 
to fingers and toes, (BEGINNING) 

- CHILL 1263 
creeping coldness of, (CREEPING) 

- CHILL 1266 
fever, (CONTINUED) - FEVER 1284 
CONVULSIONS, begin in the 

- GENERALITIES 1352 
to head, aura, (CONVULSIONS) 

epileptic, - GENERALITIES 1353 
pain from, in, (FAINTNESS) 

- GENERALITIES 1360 
on amel, (LYINQ)- GENERALITIES 1372 

3. ABDOMINAL FEVER: 
CONTINUED, 

4. ABDOMINAL - FLANKS: 
PAIN, griping,                 - ABDOMEN 573 
PAIN, griping, Hypogastrium, 

- ABDOMEN 577 
PAIN, cutting in,            - ABDOMEN 582 
PAIN, drawing,               - ABDOMEN 585 
PAIN, pressing,               - ABDOMEN 588 
PAIN, Sore,                     - ABDOMEN 591 
PAIN, Stitching,             - ABDOMEN 596 
PAIN, tearing,                 - ABDOMEN 598 
PENDULOUS,                - ABDOMEN 599 

5. ABDOMEN, LOWER: 
APPREHENSION, in,   - ABDOMEN 541 

6. ABDOMEN MUSCLES: 
SPASMS,                         - ABDOMEN 602 

7. ABDUCTED: 
lies with limbs,          - EXTREMITIES 952 
convulsion, during,   - EXTREMITIES 952 
arm, agg, (PAIN) Shoulder, 

- EXTREMITIES 1052 

- FEVER 1284 
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EVENING 273 EVENING 
  

PAIN, shooting, -H E A D  202 
amel, towards, (PAIN) shooting, 

- HEAD 202 
PAIN, shooting, forehead,  - HEAD 202 
PAIN, shooting, occiput    - HEAD 203 
PAIN, shooting, temples,   - HEAD 203 
PAIN, sore, bruised, - HEAD 204 
in bed, (PAIN) sore, bruised, 

- HEAD 204 
PAIN, sore, bruised, temples, 

- HEAD 206 
PAIN, sore, bruised, vertex,- HEAD 206 
PAIN, stitching, -HEAD 207 
in, bed, (PAIN) stitching,    -HEAD 207 
PAIN, stitching, forehead,   - HEAD 208 
PAIN, stitching, eminence, 

frontal,  - HEAD 209 
PAiN, stitching, forehead, 

eye, over,  - HEAD 209 
PAIN, stitching, forehead, middle of, 

- HEAD 210 
PAIN, stitching, forehead, sides of, 

- HEAD 210 
PAIN, stitching, occiput,     -HEAD 210 
PAIN, stitching, occiput, sides of, 

- HEAD 211 
sleep amel, (PAIN) stitching, occiput, 

sides of, - HEAD 211 
PAIN, stitching, sides, - HEAD 211 
PAIN, stitching, temples,    - HEAD 212 
PAIN, stitching, vertex,       - H-EAD 213 
PAIN, stunning, stupefying, 

- HEAD 213 
PAIN, tearing, - HEAD 214 
PAiN, tearing, forehead,      -HEAD 216 
PAIN, tearing, eminence, frontal, 

- HEAD 217 
PAIN, tearing, eyes over,     - HEAD 217 
PAIN, tearing, forehead, sides of, 

- HEAD 218 
PAIN, tearing, occiput,       -HEAD 218 
PAIN, tearing, occiput, sides of, 

- HEAD 218 
PAIN, tearing, sides, -HEAD 219 
amel, (PAIN) tearing, sides, 

- HEAD 219 
PAIN, tearing,.temples,       -HEAD 220 
PAIN, tearing, vertex, - H E A D  221 
PERSPIRATION, - HEAD 221 
PERSPIRATION, after, lying down, 

- HEAD 221 
PERSPIRATION, forehead, - HEAD 222 
PRICKLING, temples, - HEAD 223 
PULSATING, - HEAD 224 
PULSATING, agg, in, - HEAD 224 
PULSATING,forehead,       - HEAD 226 

PULSATING, forehead, eminence, 
frontal, - HEAD 227 

PULSATING, occiput,         - HEAD 227 
in bed, (PULSATING) occiput, 

sides of, - HEAD 227 
PULSATING, sides, ~ HEAD 227 
PULSATING,temples,         - HEAD 228 
SHOCKS, blows, jerks etc. - HEAD 230 
in bed, (STIFFNESS) sensation of, 

- HEAD 231 
TWITCHING, of muscles of the head, 

- HEAD 233 
TWITCHING, of muscles of forehead, 

- HEAD 233 
WEAKNESS, - HEAD 234 
AGGLUTINATED, - EYE 235 
while at work, (CHEMOSIS) - EYE 236 
while at work, (CLOSE) desires to, 

- EYE 236 
spasmodic closure, (CLOSE) - EYE 236 
COLDNESS, - EYE 236 
DISCHARGES, - EYE 237 
DISTORTED, - EYE 238 
DRYNESS, - EYE 238 
DRYNESS, canthi,, -EYE 238 
ENLARGEMENT, sensation, - EYE 239 
FALLING of lids, in, -EYE 240 
GRANULAR, lids, - EYE 240 
HEAT, in, - EYE 241 
HEAVINESS, lids, - EYE 241 
IRRITATION, - EYE 244 
ITCHING, - EYE 244 
ITCHING, not amel by rubbing, 

- EYE 244 
ITCHING, canthi, - EYE 245 
ITCHING, inner, canthi, - EYE 245 
ITCHING, eyebrows, -EYE 245 
ITCHING, lids, - EYE 245 
LACHRYMATION, - EYE 245 
PAIN, - EYE 248 
PAIN, aching, - EYE 252 
amel, (PAIN) aching, -EYE 252 
PAIN, burning, - EYE 253 
PAIN, burning, canthi, - EYE 254 
PAIN, margin of lids, - EYE 254 
PAIN, constricting, - EYE 254 
PAIN, contractive, - EYE 255 
PAIN, cutting, - EYE 255 
PAIN, drawing, - EYE 255 
PAIN, foreign, body as if, - EYE 256 
PAIN, pressing, - EYE 256 
PAIN, sand, as from, - EYE 258 
PAIN, sore, bruised, -E YE  258 
PAIN, stitching, - EYE 259 
PAIN, tearing, - EYE 260 
PHOTOPHOBIA, - EYE 262 
PULSATION, - EYE 263 
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